Representative Game Results 2016
GPS Firsts defeated CAS 111 - 81
GPS Firsts defeated ISA 86 - 61
GPS Seconds defeated CAS 72 - 70
GPS Seconds defeated ISA 78 - 59

AAGPS Representative Teams 2016
Firsts
Jaidyn Goodwin (NC)
Brennan Rymer (TSC)
Parker Dale (TSC)
Will Stewart (SHORE)
Matur Maluach (NC)
Grant Anticevich (NC)
Makuach Maluach (TSC)
Jock McGregor (TSC)
Adam Lulka (TKS)
Luke Schroeder (SBHS)

Coach: Mr Arthur Lambos (SGS)
Manager: Mrs Julianne Stanton (TKS)

Seconds
Luke Mort (SIC)
Oscar Dumas (SBHS)
Nathaniel Page (TKS)
Connor Yetman (TSC)
Hunter Goodrick (SJC)
Reed Nottage (NC)
Ernest Docker (SHORE)
Daniel Keneally (SJC)
Max Menzel (SBHS)
Logan Wilson (SIC)

Coach: Mr John Hennessy (TKS)
Manager: Mr Edward Summers (NC)

AAGPS Basketball Convenor: Mr Bruce McKay (SIC)